
Year 2 curriculum                       

enrichment map  

Armley Mills  

Overview: Educational visit           

focussing on life as a worker in 

World War II 

Aim: To provide pupils with insight   

into a significant historical event 

and how this impacted on lives then 

and now  

Learning outcomes: To explore 

events beyond living memory that 

are significant 

To explore significant historical 

events, people and places within 

their own locality   

The Hepworth Art Gallery 

Overview: Educational visit that   

focusses on the life and work of 

Barbara Hepworth 

Aims: To explore, evaluate and    

analyse creative work by a            

significant artist  

Learning outcomes: To observe 

drawing, painting and sculpture to 

develop their own ideas,                

experiences and imagination  

Fairburn Ings  

Overview: Educational visit to       

Fairburn Ings to explore habitats 

and nocturnal habitats 

Aims: To provide pupils with a      

better understanding of habitats 

and how nocturnal animals use 

these 

Learning outcomes: To understand 

animals and their habitats and        

investigate how they survive 

Leeds Makkah Masjid Mosque 

Wakefield Cathedral  

Overview: An educational visit to 

the Mosque in Leeds and Cathedral 

in Wakefield to explore both     

Christian and Islamic faiths  

Aims: To develop an awareness of 

the similarities and differences    

between faiths, places of worship 

and traditions  

Learning outcomes: To encourage 

pupils to ask religious and spiritual 

questions. To respond sensitively 

and reflect thoughtfully on            

experiences  

The space dome  

Overview: Educational visitors to school 

to provide a sensory experience  

Aims: To provide opportunity to look    

deeper into life in space and significant  

individuals from the past (Armstrong) 

Learning outcomes: To ask simple       

questions and recognise that they can be 

answered in different ways  

Awesome Authors workshop 

Overview: A visit from local author Hilary 

Robinson to share her experiences as an    

author  

Aims: To provide pupils with a real life first 

hand experience of working with a writer  

Learning outcomes: To write for a range of 

different purposes to suit the reader  


